Amadeus LinkHotel
Tell us which hotel you want, we’ll go and get them for you!
Amadeus Hotels content choice
Independent
& small groups
Regional
& global
aggregators

310 top
hotel chains

Amadeus
Value Hotels

Amadeus Hotels offers an
extensive breadth and depth of
choice in hotel accommodation.
We remove the complexity, cost
and inconvenience of having
to shop multiple websites and
booking systems by offering a
wide variety of properties from
combined sources, available to
book in real time through one
centralised content platform.

Benefits
We automate your manual
bookings processes, so you
spend less time searching and
can spend more time selling
and servicing your customers

CHOICE

Your challenge
Every time you have a specific request from your traveller and need
to book an independent or small hotel in out-of-the-way-locations,
it’s an exhausting process as every search means accessing various
providers: hotel websites, online travel sites, calling hotels directly
and the list goes on...
This is causing extra work for every single booking. Having to use
multiple disconnected systems results in lack of control, and when
you finally make a booking you cannot be sure that errors have not
been made with these manual tasks.
Moreover, it is quite a challenge to chase each and every hotel to
collect your commission for every single booking.

We provide full commission
handling and contractually
enforce our hotel properties
to use our commission
payment services, ensuring
excellent relations
Full business process
integrations. Bookings are
actively integrated to the
Amadeus PNR, ensuring
full data integrity across
all systems for all travel
components booked (air, hotel,
cars, rail, etc.) so it improves
your productivity, increases
service levels and reduces
manual processing errors

What can Amadeus LinkHotel do for you?
With Amadeus LinkHotel you simply search for and book these
independent and hard-to-access hotels in the same way you
normally book any other hotels on the GDS. We give you a simple
booking process and the flexibility of real-time access to rates,
ensuring the most flexible shopping and booking processes.
Furthermore, our active PNR integration helps you work fast and
error-free by reducing manual processes.
Plus, we handle your commission so you don’t have to worry about
collecting your earnings on every hotel sale. Amadeus LinkHotel takes
care of that for you!

How does it work? Propose a hotel!

01.Tell us about the hotels

that you book manually.
Just submit your proposal to
linkhotel.sales@amadeus.com

02.Amadeus LinkHotel contacts
the hotel you propose to get
them on the GDS for you
.

03.We will advise you when
the hotel becomes an
Amadeus LinkHotel member.
The average activation time
is 15 days*
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*Assuming the hotel meets the Amadeus LinkHotel membership criteria.
The activation time may vary depending on each hotel.

How to take advantage?
For more information, contact your Account Manager
or email hotel.distribution@amadeus.com

amadeus.com

